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We’re changing
the face of sleep

Wisp

Performance has a new style

•

Developing solutions that meet the needs of a

Compact design comfortably fits more than 98% of patients

rapidly changing industry calls for fresh thinking

• Patients

said they had a better

and collaboration. At Philips Respironics we

quality of sleep with Wisp over the

traveled around the world asking clinicians,

leading pillows and nasal masks

homecare providers, and patients how we
could improve their experience.
Clinicians wanted us to resolve
the tradeoff between nasal
and pillows masks, homecare
providers wanted a solution
that could reduce operational

• Open

complexity by getting more

for a feeling of greater

patients served from one

independence — patients

package, and patients wanted a

can read and even wear

better overall mask experience

their glasses

that improved their lifestyle.
When you put it all together,
the answer is Wisp.

field of vision

Allies

in Better Sleep
and Breathing

At Philips Respironics we’re listening carefully to you and working toward
solutions that contribute to healthy patients and healthy businesses.

Wisp delivers
During our CPAP patient
preference and RT/ST ease
of use studies, Wisp was
preferred over the leading
nasal and nasal pillows masks

Comfort
Patient
preference
study
results

in these categories:
RT/ST
preference
study
results

• The

minimized design and headgear clips make

it easier for patients to use and clean

Ease of use

Resolving the tradeoff

Self-adjusting top strap
with tube holder loop

Our unique tip-of-the-nose cushion is designed to sit below the
nose bridge for a minimal contact experience and superior seal.

Item

Traditional nasal mask

Less nostril
irritation

- Larger footprint
- Intimidation factor

Fit & seal
Ease of assembly &
disassembly
Ease of patient
setup

+ Seal/stability
+ Comfort

Wisp

U.S. HCPCS code

Wisp mask with fabric frame, with headgear

1094051

A7034, A7035

Wisp mask with fabric frame, without headgear

1094056

A7034

Reversible fabric frame –
soft suedette and silky
sateen – also available in
a clear silicone

Wisp mask with clear frame, with headgear

1094050

A7034, A7035

Wisp mask with clear frame, without headgear

1094055

A7034

Petite cushion

1094086

A7032

Small/medium cushion

1094087

A7032

Large cushion

1094088

A7032

Clear frame

1094080

N/A

Fabric frame

1094081

N/A

Wisp headgear

1094082

A7035

Wisp headgear, large size

1094078

A7035

Wisp headgear clips

1094083

N/A

Pick your Wisp
Why patients preferred each version
from an appeal perspective

Wisp, clear frame

Tip-of-the-nose
cushion design
Elbow quick
release tabs

Replacement parts

Easy to adjust with simple
headgear clips

+ Minimal size
+ Lightweight

- Pressure restrictions
- Nostril discomfort/jetting

Traditional
nasal pillows mask

Part number

Wisp, fabric frame

Seal
Quality of sleep

Order Wisp now to see how we’re changing
the face of sleep for you and your patients

Petite

Small/medium

Large

Each package contains all three cushion sizes, which fit on the same frame.

Manage your patient resupply with one solution, Fit for Life, included with every Wisp mask.

Clear frame preference

Fabric frame preference

• Silicone is less visable and
doesn’t draw attention to
the face
• Translucent, looks smaller

• Feels softer and more pliable
• Gets you closer to the feeling
of your pillow
• Easier to sleep on your side

